The author reflects on this community as he prepares to move from reviewer to reviewed with the appearance of his own first book.
I published my first book review nearly twelve years before my first book. In graduate school I cut my teeth writing paragraph-length reviews for Choice, a publication of the Association of College and Research Libraries aimed at librarians and others involved in the publishing and purchasing of academic books. My first full-length review appeared in the Journal of Religion in 2009. Since then I've written a steady stream of formal reviews for academic journals, review essays for journal-adjacent outlets like the Chronicle of Higher Education, and book-reviewing posts for various blogs. All told, counting one that's in press as I write this (and not counting two that are shamefully overdue), I' d published my thoughts on something like thirty books written by others before my own first book was published in June 2018. My relationship with book reviews and reviewing has evolved as I've been contemplating my own aspiration toward being reviewed-an aspiration balanced by what I imagine is a common amount of trepidation.
One obvious question that haunted me when I started reviewing has recently resurfaced: Who did I think I was, reviewing books even as I was just learning a field and long before I knew what it was to write a book? The fact is that I didn't know what I didn't know, which is the only thing that lets anyone get started writing at all. I cringe at judgments I made of others' work before I understood it (or what work was) but not as often as I feared I would when I started looking back at old reviews for this piece. The question has resurfaced, though, because as I finished my own book in the context of a tenure-track job, I realised that I was conscious of the reviewer I first had been-a graduate student who had not written a book-as one of my most important imagined readers. One thing that I know now that I didn't know when I was a graduate student is that graduate students are the best readers. I no longer have time to read very intensively or very extensively in my general area of academia; I barely have time to read those monographs and articles that are essential to staying abreast of my corner of my field. If I really want to spend time with a new book, my best options are to agree to review it or to put it on a syllabus so that I have a chance to read it in the context of my other responsibilities. I know that my own very busy graduate students bristle when my colleagues and I tell them that they should bask in the time they now have for reading, but it's true. Graduate students read: for seminars; for qualifying exams; for obsessive, self-flagellating dissertation footnotes; and, potentially, for writing reviews. Expertise and experience are important but ultimately fungible qualifications for book reviewing; time, care, and attention are rare, and indispensable.
In any case, I like to think I was conscious of the 'Who am I?' question in my review writing, pre-book. I mostly avoided the sort of critiques that chastise a monograph for not being either broader or narrower than its author intended it to be. Likewise, I think I have mostly avoided criticising the structure of monographs I've reviewed. When I started working on my own book in earnest, I became increasingly alert to how difficult it is for many types of monographs to hang together tightly, to have each of their parts incorporated into one sustained argument. This is not to say that my book doesn't do that, mind you, but rather to acknowledge that achieving that level of coherence was hard. Unless one's archive and approach are by nature discrete and delimited, there will always be an opening for criticism along the lines of 'What is this chapter doing here, really?'
The question of a reviewer's authority changed for me during and after graduate school in a way that now makes me more conscious of the dynamics of critical expression and critical exposure that are at play in book reviewing. I learned a field and a set of methodologies and reading skills while-and in many ways by-learning to review. Over time, my ratio of actual to aspirational knowledge and confidence changed, for the better. For this reason, I will always believe that reading and writing reviews is an essential way for graduate students to contribute to a field while developing an authoritative voice and growing into actual authority within that field. This development was largely in my hands: I took reviewing assignments; I read a lot; I wrote a lot; I became a better scholar. My parallel development of a career over this time was related to this growth, sure, but it was also a matter of luck and timing and many other factors beyond my control. I reviewed as a graduate student; I reviewed as an adjunct; I reviewed as a visiting assistant professor. I now review as a tenure-track junior faculty member at an elite institution, and my own book appeared for review while I am yet privileged to enjoy this rarefied space. My new status as a book author has made me reflect on how the 'Who are you?' question I used to wonder about-a question ostensibly about demonstrated authority in a field-is bound up with all of the most pressing questions of the academy. If I had worried that writing a book was a necessary qualification for reviewing books and participating in my field, I might never have developed into a scholar capable of writing a book. I might also never have developed the skills-and found myself in the way of the requisite luck-to be in a position where research and writing are valued and supported: to wit, where a book became possible for me.
The etiquette of reviewing demands-effectively, and rightly-that we act as though this genre might exist outside the privileges and the relationships of power that structure other areas of the academy. Still, the dynamics of expression and exposure are there. As a graduate student I worried, albeit vaguely, about inadvertently crossing a future hiring committee; now I worry (still vaguely) about my tenure letters. This type of worry cuts other ways, too. I reviewed very senior scholars as a graduate student, excited to be heard; I also wrote a blog post about another graduate student's self-published book, a post that I would not write now. Our guild requires-again, rightly-that the work always be judged on its own merits, but as the relative security of the tenure track becomes rarer and the teaching responsibilities of contingent faculty make any research and writing a victory over time and space for so many scholars, it seems best to approach reviewing with a renewed sense of generosity.
I suppose that a 'renewed sense of generosity' sounds like self-serving advice coming from someone contemplating his own impending reviews. For my part, I think that my reviews have been fair; I am certain, though, that they've been honest. Those thirty-odd reviews prior to having my first book published were generally positive, on balance, but still I will cop to a sense of unease about the chickens potentially coming home to roost. That unease is offset, though, by my growing appreciation of the community I am already in with the authors of those thirty-odd books. Even in the indecorous age of social media, where the professional and the personal can freely mingle, the relationship of mutual indulgence between reviewer and reviewed remains decorously unspoken. The authors I have reviewed have presumed my good faith as a reader, just as I have presumed the value of their work by reviewing it. It's a privilege now to be able to follow the example of those I've reviewed and give something back to those relationships, to offer something by way of sustaining the back and forth that is the production of knowledge. It's also a little scary, though.
